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A Letter from Jono.
I am very proud of what you are going to read over the coming pages. My hope
is that as you read you will gain a clearer insight into the things that I have
loved about our youth group in ’21.

I am proud of our team who choose to give so much of themselves to helping
young people.
I am proud of our young people. Who are from a diverse range of backgrounds
and yet each of them have grown in strength and kindness.
I am proud of the outrageous support we receive from our partners, donors,
parents and general supporters in the wider community.

There is so much to be thankful for.

If I were to articulate what’s happened in our youth group this year it would be
to describe how a loose knit community of young people drew tighter together;
and became much healthier as a result. Teenagers felt seen and heard; and
responded in kind. Young people found a place to belong. As articulated by
the youth themselves, they became a “family”.

2021 begun with a youth camp which set in motion so many good things that
continue to come to fruition. As I write this now, we are gearing up for another
summer youth camp. I can’t wait to see what this one will set in motion for the
coming 12 months.

I hope you enjoy this report and that you will become as stimulated by our
future as I am.

Jono O'Neill
Associate Pastor

Characteristics.
The following information was taken through a self reported survey of
the youth in December. It does not capture the character traits of the
entire youth population that attended the program through 2021, but
rather is a snapshot of who was present that night.

2021 Youth Group attendee
characteristics (self reported)

Wellbeing.
Nearly 1 in every 3 young people
are struggling to find belonging.
We are on a mission to end this
loneliness.

47%
felt their sense of
health improve.

37%
felt their sense of home
stability improve.

68%
felt their sense of
connection to the wider
community improve.

84%
rated their sense of wellbeing
as either very high or high.

79%
rated their sense of
belonging as either very
high or high.

Comparison with "normal."
Mission Australia produce a fantastic annual report on a huge amount of
youth statistics. We decided to see how our youth fared in comparison to
the Tasmanian and National results. In short:

Our youth felt
lonely less often

Our youth rated significantly
better in self assessment of mental
health and wellbeing

Our youth felt
stressed less often

Youth Issues.
One of our deep desires is to see young people grow into compassionate
members of society. Young people that are actively engaged in helping others.
As such we chose to survey them on what issues were important to them, and
to compare these responses to the Mission Australia responses.
The results were illuminating:

Top issues of
concern for
youth at
Tailrace

Bullying / Mental health
Mental abuse

Domestic
violence

Drugs &
alcohol

Biggest variance in concern compared with Mission Aus: Climate change,
bullying/ emotional abuse, domestic violence

Youth Group.

Q

Tell us in your own words what being a part of the
Tailrace Youth community has meant for you?

""I have another family, it’s always the reason I wake up on Fridays and I love
the people." - "It has let me have new feeling, I enjoy it, and it has put me in a
safe place." - "I feel like I have somewhere to go. I enjoy seeing my brothers
and friends." - "It is like real family." - "I have always felt like I fit in and I feel
like they are all my family especially the church and youth community." "Creating a family, taken in when I had nothing now I know people believe in
me." - "It’s really changed my life. I am way happier knowing God is there and
is looking after me." - "We are better together."

Faith &
Spirituality

40%
Believe in
God

30%
are unsure
about God

Only 20% have any attachment to a church.

30%
don't believe
in God

Team.
We have a great team that love youth so well. I am amazed that we
have people in our community willing to give up most Friday nights.

All up we had 16 different individuals come and give their time this year;
but the majority of it was done by a core team of 10.

Our team gave the equivalent of $29,964 of service delivery which is a
73% increase on 2020 (COVID impacted).
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team hours donated
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Several of our amazing leaders could not be present for our team photo.

